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ABSTRACT
One of the main challenges in large-scale data integration for rela-

tional schemas is creating an accurate mediated schema, and gen-

erating accurate semantic mappings between heterogeneous data

sources and this mediated schema. Some applications can start with

a moderately accurate mediated schema and mappings and re�ne

them over time, which is referred to as the pay-as-you-go approach

to data integration. Creating the mediated schema and mappings

automatically to bootstrap the pay-as-you-go approach has been

extensively studied. However, re�ning the mediated schema and

mappings is still an open challenge because the data sources are

usually heterogeneous and use diverse and sometimes ambiguous

vocabularies. In this paper, we introduce UFeed, a system that re-

�nes relational mediated schemas and mappings based on user

feedback over query answers. UFeed translates user actions into

re�nement operations that are applied to the mediated schema and

mappings to improve their quality. We experimentally verify that

UFeed improves the quality of query answers over real heteroge-

neous data sources extracted from the web.

1 INTRODUCTION
The web contains a massive amount of crawlable, table-structured

data. This data is extracted from various sources, such as HTML

tables, web forms, and on-line spreadsheets [1, 8, 16]. Each of these

data sources can be viewed as a relational data source (i.e., a table

with a schema). The number of such sources is very large and

continuously increasing. For example, 125M HTML tables were

extracted in 2015 [15].

Users and application programs can greatly bene�t from having

a uni�ed interface to simultaneously query multiple of these data

sources. Data integration systems for relational data provide such

a uni�ed interface by automatically building a relational mediated

schema for the data sources along with semantic mappings between

the schemas of the data sources and the mediated schema. Despite

substantial research progress in the �eld of data integration, web

data sources such as the ones mentioned above still represent a

signi�cant challenge for traditional data integration. One reason is

the scale of the problem, since web data integration typically deals

with a large number of data sources. The more important reason is

that these data sources are semantically heterogeneous to a high

degree. Data sources on the web deal with many di�erent real world
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domains (e.g., sports, movies, �nance, etc.), and the representation

of table names, attribute names, and data values is based on human

language and can therefore be ambiguous, inconsistent, and varying,

even if the data sources are clustered into individual domains [21].

A good way to address the challenge of data integration on the

web is to recognize that many applications do not require full inte-

gration of the data sources that they use in order to provide useful

services. This encourages a pay-as-you-go approach to integrat-

ing web data sources [17]. The pay-as-you-go approach involves

two phases: setup and re�nement. In the setup phase, the system

creates: (1) a mediated schema or possibly several schemas, and

(2) mappings between the schemas of the data sources and the

mediated schema(s). Since setup is done fully automatically, the

mediated schema and mappings will likely contain semantic errors.

The pay-as-you-go philosophy requires the mediated schema and

mappings to be re�ned during use based on feedback from the user.

The typical way a user would use the mediated schema is to issue

queries against it and receive answers to these queries from the

data sources. Thus, the natural way for a user to provide feedback is

to indicate the correctness of the tuples that she sees in the answers

to her queries. Surprisingly, most of the prior work on the re�ne-

ment step has been decoupled from the querying process. Instead of

requiring a user to provide feedback on the answers to her queries,

most prior re�nement approaches expose the user to the details of

the mediated schema and the source schemas used to answer her

queries, and enable her to directly modify the mediated schema

and mappings. Thus, instead of the system automatically �xing

its mistakes based on feedback from the user, the system presents

these mistakes to the user and asks her to �x them. Such approaches

implicitly assume that the user is a database expert, which may

not be true in practice. In addition, the focus in prior work has

been on re�ning the mappings, assuming that the target schema

(mediated schema) is correct. While this assumption is valid when

the mediated schema is manually created (and therefore of high

quality), this is not a practical assumption for pay-as-you-go data

integration, where the mediated schema is automatically generated.

This paper introduces UFeed, a pay-as-you-go data integra-

tion system that addresses the problems with prior re�nement

approaches. To the best of our knowledge, UFeed is the �rst system

that �xes both the mediated schema and mappings based on user

feedback over query answers. UFeed accepts as input a mediated

schema and mappings between each source schema and this me-

diated schema. UFeed does not make any assumptions about the

techniques used to create the initial mediated schema and mappings

(the setup phase), and can work with any technique for schema

matching and mapping. We demonstrate this by using two existing

approaches from the literature: a holistic data integration approach

that outputs one mediated schema for all data sources and one map-

ping for each source schema, and a probabilistic data integration

approach that outputs several mediated schemas, each associated
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Figure 1: The gold standardG for integrating schemas S1, S2,
S3, and S4 in Example 1, and a possible mediated schemaM .

Mapping Attributes Mapping

Map1 county {county, country name, country}
state  {state}

region  {region}

Map1
G county  {county}

state {state}
country  {country, country name, name}

region  {region}

Map2 country name  {county, country name, country}
gdp per capita  {gdp per capita ppp, gdp per capita}

region  {region}

Map2
G country name  {country, country name, name}

gdp per capita  {gdp per capita}
region  {region}

Map3 country  {county, country name, country}
region  {region}

Map3
G country  {country, country name, name}

region  {region}

Map4 name  {name}
gdp per capita ppp {gdp per capita ppp, gdp per capita}

region  {region}

Map4
G name  {country, country name, name}

gdp per capita ppp {gdp per capita ppp}
region  {region}

Figure 2: The mappings to the mediated schema M and to
the gold standard G.

with a probability, and several mappings for each source schema,

each also associated with a probability (more details in Section 3).

Our philosophy in UFeed is that it is better to isolate the user

from the details of the mediated schema and mappings, and not to

assume that the user has background knowledge about all available

data sources. Therefore, we do not require the user to issue her

queries on the mediated schema. Instead, we let the user query an

individual data source of her choice whose schema she is familiar

with, similar to prior work [11]. UFeed maps the query on this

data source to a query on the mediated schema and on other data

sources. When query answers are shown to the user, she can mark

any answer tuple as “correct” or “incorrect”. The query itself and

this feedback trigger re�nement operations in UFeed.

The main contribution in UFeed is to propose a set of well-de�ned

re�nement operations that are triggered by the user’s interactions

with the system. These re�nement operations modify the mediated

schema and mappings with the goal of improving the quality of

query answers. Modifying the mediated schema and mappings

presents several challenges: Which source attributes should be part

of the mediated schema? What causes an answer to be incorrect

(error in the mediated schema and mappings or error in the data)?

What if a feedback instance provided by the user is incorrect?

UFeed addresses these challenges in its de�nition of the re�nement

operations and how they are triggered. Next, we present an example

of the problems that UFeed needs to tackle in its re�nement. We

use this as a running example throughout the paper.

Example 1. Consider the following source schemas:
S1(county, state, country, region)
S2(country name, gdp per capita, region)
S3(country, region)
S4(name, gdp per capita ppp, region)
Figure 1 shows the gold standard G for integrating the four data
sources (i.e., the correct mediated schema, which we created manually),
and a mediated schemaM that can be the output of some automatic
data integration approach. The mediated schemaM di�ers from the
gold standard in that it includes the attribute “county” in the same
mediated attribute as {country name, country}, which is supposed to
represent the concept “name of a country”. The attribute “name” also
represents the same concept but it is not part of the same mediated
attribute. The mediated schema also combines “gdp per capita” and
“gdp per capita ppp”. The �rst represents nominal GDPwhile the second
represents GDP at purchase power parity. These two concepts are
related, but distinct, so they should not be part of the same mediated
attribute. Figure 2 shows the mapping of each source schema to both
the mediated schema and the gold standard. When a query is issued
against the mediated schemaM , the returned answers can have correct
answers, missing answers, and/or incorrect answers. For example,
when selecting states in a region, all answers are expected to be correct
and complete since there are no mistakes in the “state” or “region”
attributes inM . However, errors can occur when selecting countries in a
region. For example, if a query is issued where the mediated attributes
{name} and {region} are chosen, this query will return only a subset of
the correct answers because no answers will be returned using “country”
from S1 and S3, and “country name” from S2. If the query uses the
mediated attributes {county, country name, country} and {region},
it will return some correct answers based on the source attributes
“country” and “country name”, but it will also return incorrect answers
based on the source attribute “county”. Moreover, the answers from
the data source S4 with the attribute “name” will be missing.

The goal of UFeed is to address problems such as the ones pre-

sented in the previous example. UFeed observes queries and user

feedback and re�nes the mediated schema and mappings until they

are correct.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• Closing the loop of pay-as-you-go data integration by triggering

the UFeed operations based on the user’s actions in the process

of querying available data sources.

• De�ning a set of operations that re�ne automatically generated

mediated schemas and mappings.

• Evaluating UFeed on real web data sources and showing that it

improves the quality of query answers.

2 RELATEDWORK
Data integration aims at automatically creating a uni�ed mediated

schema for a set of data sources and generating mappings between

these data sources and the mediated schema. Schema matching

and mapping have been extensively studied in the literature [6, 24],

and the state of the art is that many matching decisions can be

made automatically. Whenever ambiguity arises, involvement of an

experienced user (e.g., a data architect) is required. To account for

uncertainty faced by data integration systems due to this ambiguity,

probabilistic models of data integration have emerged [11, 13, 20].
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Involving users in various tasks related to data integration has

been studied in the literature. The Corleone [18] system focuses on

the entity matching problem and outsources the entire work�ow to

the crowd including blocking and matching. In [2], user feedback

is used to choose the best data sources for a user in a relational

data integration setting, and the best mediated schema for these

sources. The system in [9] relies on writing manual rules to perform

information extraction or information integration operations. The

output view of these operations is then subject to feedback from the

user in the form of inserting, editing, or deleting data. This feedback

is then re�ected on the original data sources and propagated to other

views. In the Q system [28, 29, 31], keywords are used to match

terms in tuples within the data tables. Foreign keys within the

database are used to discover “join paths” through tables, and query

results consist of di�erent ways of combining the matched tuples.

The queries are ranked according to a cost model and feedback over

answers is used to adjust the weights on the edges of the graph

to rerank the queries. Other approaches [4, 23] require the user to

specify samples of data mapped from a source schema to a target

schema in order to generate the mappings between these schemas.

In the context of schema matching and mappings, which is the

focus of this paper, there has been work on involving users in the

process to overcome the challenges of making all data integration

decisions automatically. The following systems focus on directly

changing the mappings prior to their use by end-users: In [7], the

system provides functionalities for checking a set of mappings to

choose the ones that represent better transformations from a source

schema to a target schema. In [10], a debugger for understanding

and exploring schema mappings is introduced. This debugger com-

putes, and displays, on request, the relationships between source

and target schemas. Muse [3] re�nes partially correct mappings

generated by an automatic matcher, and asks the user to debug

them by examining user-proposed examples. In [19], a large set

of candidate matches can be generated using schema matching

techniques. These matches need to be con�rmed by the user. The

candidate matches are sorted based on their importance (i.e., they

are involved in more queries or associated with more data). A user

is asked to con�rm a match with a “yes” or “no” question. Similar

work has also been proposed in [22, 30, 32]. The step of verifying

schema mappings is done as part of setting up the data integration

system. This results in a signi�cant up-front cost [17]. In contrast

to these approaches, UFeed promotes a pay-as-you-go approach, in

which we use automatic techniques to create an initial mediated

schema and generate semantic mappings to this schema. We then

utilize user feedback to re�ne the mediated schema and mappings

incrementally. UFeed infers the parts of the mediated schema and

mappings that need to be modi�ed by relying on user queries and

feedback on query answers, while shielding the user from the de-

tails of the matching and mapping process. UFeed is also agnostic

to the degree of con�dence the data integration system has about

its matches because user feedback is used to directly change the

mediated schema and mappings, regardless of whether the data

integration system is certain or uncertain about them.

Closest to our work is [5], where the focus is on re�ning alterna-

tive mappings in a pay-as-you-go fashion. The mediated schema is

assumed to be correct, and the user issues a query along with con-

straints over the required precision and recall to limit the number

of mappings used to answer the query. The user can give feedback

over the returned answers so that the mappings can be annotated

with an estimate of their precision and recall. These estimates are

used in future queries to re�ne and select the mappings that would

return the level of precision and recall desired by the user. UFeed re-

�nes not only the mappings, but also the mediated schema, without

overburdening the user with specifying constraints on the quality

of query answers. In this paper, as a comparison to [5], we show that

re�ning the mappings alone is not su�cient to �nd high-quality

answers to the user’s queries.

3 PRELIMINARIES
3.1 Schema Matching and Mapping
Source Schema: In this paper, we focus on the integration of web

tables, which usually have simple schemas that do not adhere to

explicit data types or integrity constraints. Thus, a source schema

consists of a set of attribute names.

Definition 1. A source schema S that has n source attributes is
de�ned by: S = {a1, . . . ,an }.

For q source schemas, the set of all source attributes in these

schemas is A = attr (S1) ∪ · · · ∪ attr (Sq ).
Mediated A�ribute: A mediated attributemA is a grouping of

source attributes from di�erent source schemas. Source attributes

in a mediated attribute represent the same real-world concept.

Definition 2. A mediated attribute is de�ned by: mA =

{Si .ax , . . . , Sj .ay |∀i, j, i , j}.

Mediated Schema: In this paper, we require one mediated schema

to be generated for a number of data sources belonging to the same

domain. This approach is known as holistic schema matching [27],

in contrast to approaches that perform pairwise matching between

a pairs of schemas. Holistic schema matching is the most appropri-

ate approach for web data integration because a large number of

data sources needs to be covered by one mediated schema.

Definition 3. A mediated schema M is de�ned by: M =

{mA1, . . . ,mAm }, wherem is the number of mediated attributes in
the mediated schema.

Mapping: The mapping from any data source to the mediated

schema is represented by a set of correspondences, each between a

source attribute and a mediated attribute.

Definition 4. A mappingMapi between source schema Si and
the mediated schemaM is de�ned by:Mapi = {aj → mAk |j ∈
[1, |Si |] ,k ∈ [1, |M|]}.

The process of generating a mediated schema holistically and

generating mappings between each source schema and the mediated

schema is referred to in this paper as holistic data integration.

3.2 Probabilistic Mediated Schemas and
Mappings

The probabilistic model of data integration [11, 13] re�ects the un-

certainty faced by automatic approaches when integrating hetero-

geneous data sources. A probabilistic mediated schema can possibly
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consist of several mediated schemas, each of which is associated

with a probability that re�ects how likely the mediated schema

represents the domain of the data sources.

Definition 5. A probabilistic mediated schema
PM with p mediated schemas is de�ned by: PM =

{(M1, Pr (M1)), . . . , (Mp , Pr (Mp )))}, where Pr (Mi ) is the
probability that mediated schemaMi is the correct one.

Similarly, a probabilistic mapping is de�ned between each source

schema Si and mediated schemasMj . The probabilistic mapping

can possibly consist of several mappings each of which is associated

with a probability.

Definition 6. A probabilistic mapping PMapi j is de�ned by:
PMapi j = {(Map1, Pr (Map1)), . . . , (Mapl , Pr (Mapl ))}, where
l ≥ 1 is the number of mappings between source schema Si and
mediated schemaMj .

When queries are issued against the probabilistic mediated schema,

answer tuples are computed from each possible mediated schema,

and a probability is computed for each answer tuple. Details can be

found in [11]. We refer to this model as probabilistic data integration,

and we show that UFeed re�nement applies to probabilistic data

integration as well as holistic data integration.

3.3 Query Answering
In this paper, we focus on select-project (SP) queries using a SQL-like

syntax. Supporting joins and more complex queries is left as future

work. A query has a SELECT clause and aWHERE clause. There

is no FROM clause because queries are issued over all data sources.

This type of queries conforms with prior work [11].

As mentioned earlier, the user is completely isolated from the

details of the mediated schema and mappings. Therefore, this ap-

proach is more suitable for users who are not experts and do not

have detailed knowledge about the semantics of all queried data

sources. The user writes a query over one source schema Si . For

example, a query over source schema S3 in Example 1 is SELECT
country WHERE region = North America. The system rewrites the

query over the source schema to a query over the mediated schema.

This is done by replacing each source attribute with the mediated

attribute it maps to inMap3. In our example query, the rewritten

query becomes SELECT {county, country name, country} WHERE
{region} = North America. If UFeed is not able to replace all source

attributes in the query with mediated attributes, the query is only

issued over data source S3.

Once a query over the mediated schema is obtained, UFeed

rewrites the query using the appropriate mappings so that it can

be issued over all relevant data sources. For each source schema, if

there is a source attribute that maps to a mediated attribute in the

query, the query is rewritten so that the source attribute replaces

the mediated attribute in the SELECT orWHERE clause. The query

is rewritten for all data sources that are represented in the mediated

attributes in the query. The rewritten queries are issued over the

data sources and the answers are combined using a union operation.

4 REFINEMENT IN UFEED
In this section, we describe how UFeed accepts and stores user

feedback and the operations triggered by this feedback. In using

feedback to re�ne the mediated schema and mappings, UFeed has to

address the following challenges: 1. Which source attributes should

be in the mediated schema? Typically, data integration systems

do not include all attributes from all data sources in the mediated

schema. Doing so would make the mediated schema too large and

semantically incoherent, and mappings too complex and di�cult

to use. Choosing source attributes based on their frequency in data

sources has been used in prior work [11]. Whether this or some

other method is used, the choice of attributes will not be perfect.

Desired attributes may be excluded, and undesired ones may exist

in the mediated schema. Even if a suitable frequency threshold

is found for a speci�c domain, this threshold may be di�erent

for other domains. 2. What happens if UFeed receives con�icting

feedback or performs incorrect re�nement? One way to ensure

correct feedback is to use feedback that is aggregated from multiple

users over a period of time [12, 22]. However, even with this type

of feedback aggregation, some of the feedback used by UFeed may

be incorrect and result in incorrect re�nements. UFeed needs to

correct its mistakes based on future instances of correct feedback.

3. How should UFeed respond when the user marks a tuple in a

query answer as incorrect? Is the answer incorrect because of an

incorrect grouping of source attributes in a mediated attribute, an

incorrect mapping from a source attribute to a mediated attribute,

or because the data in the data source is incorrect? UFeed should

pinpoint the origin of an error using only feedback over query

answers. 4. How to adapt mappings to changes in the mediated

schema? As the mediated schema is re�ned, some of the mappings

are invalidated and some new ones need to be generated. UFeed

should solve this problem without being dependent on the speci�c

algorithm used to generate the mappings.

4.1 Attribute Correspondence and Answer
Association

We �rst describe how UFeed represents user feedback. When a

user issues a query and receives answer tuples, she can mark any

of the answer tuples as “correct” (positive feedback) or “incorrect”

(negative feedback). This is referred to as a feedback instance. Note

that the user is not required to provide feedback on all answer

tuples. She can choose as many or as few answer tuples as she

wants to mark as “correct” or “incorrect”.

Each feedback instance updates two in-memory data structures

used by UFeed: attribute correspondence set and answer association
set. An attribute correspondence links a source attributed used in

the original query to a source attribute from another data source

used in the rewritten query. This link means that the two source

attributes represent the same concept. To illustrate using the query

in Section 3.3, the original query uses the attribute country which

is rewritten to country name when issuing the query over S2. If

feedback is received over an answer tuple based on this rewritten

query, the attribute correspondence entry (country, country name) is

created and associated with the type of feedback received (positive

or negative). The attribute correspondence set stores all the attribute

correspondences inferred from feedback that is received by UFeed.

An answer association links a value in an answer tuple to the

source attribute in the rewritten query that this value comes from.

For example, (country name, “USA” ) is an answer association. The
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answer association set stores all the answer associations derived

from user feedback.

The attribute correspondence set and answer association set

capture all the feedback received by UFeed in a way that allows the

system to re�ne the mediated schema and mapping based on this

feedback.

4.2 UFeed Operations
UFeed has a set of abstract and independent operations that target

multiple kinds of �aws in the mediated schema and mappings:

adding/removing source attributes to/from the mediated schema,

modifying mappings, and merging/splitting mediated attributes.

Following, we describe these operations and how they are triggered.

4.2.1 Inject. The Inject operation overcomes the problem of

missing source attributes in the mediated schema by adding source

attributes that the user requires to the mediated schema. As dis-

cussed in Section 3, queries are formulated over one of the source

schemas. Querying an attribute that exists in a source schema but

not in the mediated schema is a su�cient indication that this at-

tribute is important to the user and needs to be injected in the

mediated schema. This triggers the Inject operation. The main ques-

tion for Inject is which mediated attribute the new source attribute

should join. UFeed uses a minimum distance classi�er to answer

this question. The minimum distance classi�er chooses the medi-

ated attribute that has the source attribute that is most similar to the

newly added source attribute (i.e., nearest neighbor). Other types of

classi�ers can also be used [14]. A threshold α is introduced so that

a source attribute is not forced to join a mediated attribute to which

it has a relatively low similarity. We use a value α = 0.8. If the new

source attribute cannot join any existing mediated attribute, it is

placed in a new mediated attribute that contains only this source

attribute. Thus, Inject can be de�ned as follows:

Definition 7. If the current set of source attributes in the me-
diated schema is A ′ = attr ′(S1) ∪ attr ′(S2) ∪ . . . ∪ attr ′(Sq ),
where attr ′(Si ) is the set of source attributes of data source Si that
contribute to the mediated schema. Inject(Si .a) performs two steps:
1. A ′ ← A ′ ∪ {Si .a}, and 2.mAi ←mAi ∪ {Si .a} formAi with the
highest similarity to Si .a greater than α ORmA |M |+1 ← {Si .a} if
nomAi has similarity to Si .a greater than α .

4.2.2 Confirm. This operation is triggered when the user marks

an answer tuple “correct”. Since the answer tuple is correct, this

means that the data, the mediated attributes, and mappings used

to generate this tuple are correct. The correctness of the data is

recorded in the answer association set, and the correctness of the

mappings is recorded in the attribute correspondence set. In UFeed,

there are two kinds of con�rmations: de�nite con�rmations and

tentative con�rmation. A de�nite con�rmation is applied to the

attribute correspondences and answer associations that are directly

touched by the user feedback instance. A tentative con�rmation is

applied to the answer associations that are indirectly touched by

this feedback instance. For example, consider the query SELECT
country WHERE region = North America over S3. This query is

rewritten based on Map1 to be issued over S1. The rewritten query

is SELECT countyWHERE region = North America. The same query

is also rewritten based on Map2 to be issued over S2. The rewritten

SELECT country
WHERE region =  North America

country schema
Canada S2,S3
Mexico S2,S3
USA S2,S3

Albany S1
Allegany S1

.

.
S1

S3.country, S2.country name

S2.country name, “Canada”

S2.country name, “Mexico”

S2.country name, “USA”

S3.region, S2.region

S2.region, “North America”

AC

AA

Figure 3: Positive feedback over an answer tuple and the re-
sulting attribute correspondences (AC) and answer associa-
tions (AA).

S3.country, S1.county

S1.county, “Albany”

country schema
Canada S2,S3
Mexico S2,S3
USA S2,S3

Albany S1
Allegany S1

.

.
S1

?

SELECT country
WHERE region =  North America

S3.country, S2.country name

S2.country name, “Canada”

S2.country name, “Mexico”

S2.country name, “USA”

S3.region, S2.region

S2.region, “North America”

AC

AA

AC

AA

Figure 4: Negative feedback over an answer tuple and the
resulting linking of the attribute correspondence (AC) and
answer association (AA) to which the feedback applies. At-
tribute correspondences and answer associations from the
previous query are shown above the blue dotted line.

query is SELECT country nameWHERE region = North America.

The answers are shown in Figure 3. Giving positive feedback over

the answer “Canada” leads to the creation of the attribute correspon-

dences (S3.country, S2.country name) and (S3.region, S2.region), and

the answer associations (S2.country name, “Canada” ) and (S2.region,

“North America” ). Notice that there are also answer associations for

the source attributes from S3, but we omit them for the sake of space

and clarity of the example. The aforementioned con�rmations are

all de�nite, since they are based directly on the tuple “Canada” over

which the user provided positive feedback. De�nite con�rmations

are represented in the �gure by a solid green line. Other answer

tuples that are generated by the same rewritten query are given

tentative con�rmations, represented by a dotted green line in the

�gure. Assigning tentative con�rmations is based on the reasoning

that the positive feedback provided by the user indicates that the

value of the source attribute on which this feedback was given

is correct, and this source attribute is indeed an instance of the

mediated attribute. Other values of the source attribute are likely

to be correct, so they should be con�rmed. However, there may

be errors in the data resulting in some of these values being incor-

rect. Therefore, the con�rmation remains a tentative con�rmation,

and the con�rmation of a value becomes de�nite only if the user

explicitly provides positive feedback on this value.

The Con�rm operation aims at protecting source attributes in

the mediated attributes from being a�ected by other operations

that alter the mediated schema, in particular, the Split and Blacklist
operations that will be discussed next.
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SELECT county
WHERE region =  North America

S1.county, “Allegany”

S1.county, “Albany”

S1.county, “Bronx”

S1.county, “Yuba”

.

S3.country, S1.county

S1.county, “Albany”

S3.country, S2.country name

S2.country name, “Canada”

S2.country name, “Mexico”

S2.country name, “USA”

S3.region, S2.region

S2.region, “North America”

AC

AA

AC

AA

AA

county schema

Canada S2,S3

Mexico S2,S3

USA S2,S3

Albany S1

Allegany S1

.

.
S1

Figure 5: Positive feedback over an answer tuple to a query
asking for counties in North America.

4.2.3 Split and Blacklist. When negative feedback is received

over an answer tuple, this means that either the data is incorrect

or the mediated schema and mappings are incorrect. In particular,

one or more attribute values in the source tuple may be incorrect,

or the source attribute does not represent the same concept as the

mediated attribute it is part of. UFeed re�ects this information on

the attribute correspondences and answer associations created for

this feedback instance. The attribute correspondences and answer

associations for this feedback instance are linked together for fu-

ture investigation based on future feedback. Figure 4 shows the

uncertainty faced by UFeed when negative feedback is received

over the answer “Albany”. UFeed does not know if the answer is

incorrect because country and county should not be in the same

mediated attribute, or because “Albany” is not a county. The at-

tribute correspondence and answer association are linked together

as shown in the �gure (represented by a dotted red line).

Now, consider the query: SELECT county WHERE region = North
America and its answers in Figure 5. Assume that positive feedback

is received over “Allegany”. As explained earlier, a de�nite con�r-

mation is applied to (S1.county, “Allegany” ). Note that no attribute

correspondence is added because this answer tuple comes from the

source schema over which the query is issued. Tentative con�rma-

tions are applied to the remaining answer associations as explained

earlier. However, the answer association (S1.county, “Albany” ) has

been previously linked to a negative feedback instance. Con�icting

feedback, as we will explain later in this section, results in updating

the status of the entry to “unknown” (represented by black dotted

line), that is, neither correct nor incorrect. With this update, UFeed

concludes that the reason for the negative feedback received in

Figure 4 is that county should not be in the same mediated attribute

as country (because county is the source attribute used to generate

the answer “Albany”). This triggers the Split operation, which splits

the source attribute used in the rewritten query from the mediated

attribute it is part of, and forms a new mediated attribute that only

contains this one source attribute. In this example, county is re-

moved from the mediated attribute {county, country name, country}

and the new mediated attribute {county} is added to the mediated

schema. If the split source attribute is the only member of a medi-

ated attribute, the mediated attribute is also removed. If the split

SELECT county
WHERE region =  North America

S3.country, S1.county

S1.county, “Albany”

S3.country, S2.country name

S2.country name, “Canada”

S2.country name, “Mexico”

S2.country name, “USA”

S3.region, S2.region

S2.region, “North America”

S1.county, “Albany”

AC

AA

AC

AA

AA

county schema

Canada S2,S3

Mexico S2,S3

USA S2,S3

Albany S1

Allegany S1

.

.
S1

Figure 6: Negative feedback over an answer tuple to a query
asking for counties in North America.

source attribute does not exist in the mediated attribute, the corre-

spondence between the source attribute and the mediated attribute

in the mapping used to answer the query is removed. Thus, the

Split operation is de�ned as:

Definition 8. If Si .a is a source attribute, where Si .a ∈ A ′,
Split (Si .a,mAx ) performs three possible actions:



Remove (mAx ),A
′ ← A ′ − {Si .a}

if Si .a ∈mAx AND |mAx | = 1

OR 1.mAx ←mAx − Si .a 2.mA |M |+1 ← {Si .a}

if Si .a ∈mAx AND |mAx | > 1

OR Remove (Si .a →mAx )

if Si .a <mAx

UFeed uses the following heuristic: When the user provides neg-

ative feedback indicating that an answer tuple is incorrect, UFeed

assumes that there is only one mistake that caused this answer

tuple to be incorrect. This can be a mistake in the mediated schema

or mappings, or it can be erroneous data. If it happens that multi-

ple mistakes cause an answer tuple to be incorrect, UFeed will �x

the mistakes one by one based on multiple instances of negative

feedback.

To illustrate another way UFeed identi�es the cause of negative

feedback, assume that instead of giving positive feedback over

“Allegany”, the user provides negative feedback over “Albany”, as

shown in Figure 6. This feedback is incorrect since “Albany” is in

fact a county, but it serves our example. In this case, UFeed does

not face uncertainty about the reason for this negative feedback

because this answer tuple is generated from one source (S1), without

using any mappings. UFeed knows now that “Albany” is erroneous

data in the data source. This triggers the Blacklist operation. This

operation maintains a blacklist that keeps track of incorrect answer

associations in the answer association set. The blacklist is used

in the query answering process to remove erroneous data from

query answers. In our example, the blacklist removes “Albany” from

future answers. This negative feedback also updates the status of

the attribute correspondence (S3.country, S1.county) to “unknown”

until future feedback indicates it is incorrect.

4.2.4 Merge. This operation is triggered when two or more

answer associations share the data value while having di�erent

source attributes. For example, consider the query in Figure 7, which

�nds countries and their “gdp per capita purchase power parity”

values in North America. Assume this query is issued after the
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SELECT name, gdp per capita ppp
WHERE region =  North America

name gdp per 
capita ppp

schema

Canada 45553 S4
Mexico 17534 S4
USA 55805 S4

S3.country, S2.country name

S2.country name, “Canada”

S2.country name, “Mexico”

S2.country name, “USA”

S3.region, S2.region

S2.region, “North America”

S4.name, “Canada”

S4.gdp per capita ppp, 
“45553”

AC

AA

AA

Figure 7: Positive feedback that results in triggering the
Merge operation.

query in Figure 3. Receiving positive feedback over the answer

tuple (“Canada”, “45553” ) applies a de�nite con�rmation to the

answer associations (S4.name, “Canada” ) and (S4.gdp per capita
ppp, “45553” ). However, the answer association (S2.country name,
“Canada” ) exists and was con�rmed by the user. This triggers the

Merge operation, which merges the two mediated attributes that the

two source attributes in the answer associations are in. The Merge
operation is triggered when two answer associations that share the

data value are con�rmed with de�nite or tentative con�rmation.

Definition 9. If Si .a and Sj .b are two source attributes, where
Si .a, Sj .b ∈ A

′, Merдe (Si .a, Sj .b) performs two steps: 1. mAi ←
mAi ∪mAj |Si .a ∈mAi , Sj .b ∈mAj . 2. Remove (mAj ).

4.2.5 Adapt. This operation updates the mappings whenever

the mediated schema is changed by other UFeed operations. It

is essential for maintaining semantic coherence as the mediated

schema changes. Formally, when a mediated schemaM is changed

into a new mediated schemaM ′ via any of the aforementioned

UFeed operations, the mappingMapi for any source schema Si
that is a�ected by the changes should evolve intoMap′i that maps

Si toM ′.

The UFeed operations that trigger the Adapt operation are: In-
ject, Split, and Merge because these are the operations that make

changes to the set of attributes in the mediated schemaA and their

groupings into mediated attributes.

Mapping adaptation after Inject: The Inject operation intro-

duces a new source attribute to the set of source attributes in the

mediated schema. This change in the mediated schema will require

updating the mapping of the source schema that the injected source

attribute is part of. Mapping adaptation in this case is straight-

forward. Following De�nition 7, if the injected source attribute is

Si .ax the new mapping becomesMap′i =Mapi ∪ (Si .ax →mAj ),
where Si .ax ∈ mAj ∧ (!∃Si .ay ∈ mAj |x , y). This means that the

injected source attribute should map to the mediated attribute it is

injected in, unless another source attribute from the same source

schema is in this mediated attribute.

Mapping adaptation after Split: De�nition 8 has three di�er-

ent cases for the Split operation. Di�erent mapping adaptations

apply in each case.




Remove (Si .a →mAx )

OR Si .a →mA |M |+1

OR No Action

For the �rst case, where the source attribute and the mediated

attribute are removed, the correspondence to the mediated attribute

is also removed. For the second case, where one source attribute is

split from the mediated attribute, the split source attribute maps

to the new mediated attribute that only contains the split source

attribute. The third case removes the mapping, so no adaptation is

needed.

Mapping adaptation after Merge: When two mediated at-

tributes are merged according to De�nition 9, the mappings from

any source attribute to any of the merged mediated attributes should

be updated. Following De�nition 9, mappings to the mediated at-

tribute mAi do not need to be updated. Only mappings to the

mediated attributemAj should be changed to map tomAi .

4.3 Applying UFeed Operations to Probabilistic
Mediated Schemas and Mappings

As noted earlier, UFeed operations can be applied on probabilistic

mediated schemas and mappings. The challenge in this case is

that there are several mediated schemas, each with an associated

probability. UFeed uses a simple solution to address this challenge:

it deals with each mediated schema independently, as if it were

the output of a holistic schema matching system. Whenever two

mediated schemas are equivalent (have the exact same grouping

of source attributes), one is removed. The ultimate goal of schema

re�nement in this case is for the probabilistic mediated schema to

converge to a single (non-probabilistic) mediated schema.

Calculating probabilities for mediated schemas and mappings in

UFeed is dependent on the details of the probabilistic data integra-

tion approach. UFeed should incorporate the probability calcula-

tion method in order to update the probabilities as the probabilistic

mediated schema and mappings are re�ned. In this paper, we in-

corporated the probability calculation method of [11].

4.4 Handling Incorrect Feedback
UFeed expects incorrect feedback to be rare, but it can cancel its

e�ects through future correct feedback instances. UFeed does not

know that a feedback instance is incorrect, but makes changes

independently based on one feedback instance at a time. Therefore,

more correct feedback instances will ultimately undo the negative

e�ects caused by incorrect feedback.

Inject: An incorrect Inject can be �xed using the Split operation.

If the injected source attribute is incorrectly placed in an exist-

ing mediated attribute, negative feedback over answers that are

generated using the injected source attribute will split it from the

mediated attribute. If the source attribute forms a mediated attribute

on its own, negative feedback removes this source attribute, and

consequently the mediated attribute, from the mediated schema.

Con�rm:When an attribute correspondence is mistakenly given

a de�nite con�rmation, the source attribute cannot be split from the

mediated attribute. This con�rmation cannot be removed unless a

negative feedback is received and it is known that the error comes

from the attribute correspondence and not an answer association. In

this case, the con�rmation is removed and the status of the attribute

correspondence is updated to “unknown”.

Split: If a source attribute is mistakenly split due to incorrect

feedback, this can be simply undone by receiving correct feedback

that triggers theMerge operation, which merges the source attribute
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that was split with the mediated attribute it was split from. If the

Split results in removing the source attribute from the mediated

schema, this will require the user to query the removed source

attribute to trigger an Inject operation to add it to the mediated

schema.

Blacklist: To avoid blacklisting a value that may be correct due

to incorrect feedback, we implement a second chance technique

for this speci�c operation. The second chance technique allows

the value to be shown to the user after it is identi�ed by UFeed

as erroneous. It is allowed to be shown to the user until another

negative feedback is received over it. This value is then blacklisted

in future queries.

Merge: An incorrect merge operation that merges two mediated

attributes can be undone by receiving negative feedback over any

of the merged source attributes. This will trigger a Split operation

that will split the mistakenly merged source attribute from the new

mediated attribute.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
5.1 Experimental Setup
We ran our experiments on a machine with Intel Core i7 CPU at

2.6 GHz and 8 GB of memory. To generate the starting mediated

schema and mappings for UFeed, we use the techniques in [25] for

the holistic data integration approach and the techniques in [11] for

the probabilistic data integration approach. These two techniques

are the state-of-the-art in holistic and probabilistic data integration.

Data Sources: We extracted our data sources from Google Fu-

sion Tables [1]. To �nd a set of data sources representing a given

domain, we issue a keyword search representing that domain on

Google Fusion Tables. We consider the top 150 tables returned and

manually re�ne them to eliminate redundant or irrelevant ones. We

feed relevant tables to our data integration algorithms (holistic and

probabilistic) to create the mediated schema(s) and mappings. The

mediated schema(s) and mappings are used to answer queries for-

mulated over any data source by returning answers from other data

sources that can contribute to the answer set, as described in Sec-

tion 3. Table 1 presents the data (domains and tables) that we used in

our experiments. The holistic data integration approach generates

one mediated schema and one set of mappings for each domain.

The probabilistic data integration approach generates one mediated

schema for the “Movies” domain, and two mediated schemas for

each of the “World GDP” and “Internet Usage” domains. The num-

ber of probabilistic mappings for each source in the three domains

ranged from 0 mappings, where the source does not map to the

mediated schema to 8 di�erent possible mappings from one source

to the mediated schema of the domain.

Gold Standard: For each domain, we manually create a gold

standard mediated schema and the corresponding mapping for

each data source. When used, the gold standard returns correct and

complete answers to all queries.

Queries: For each domain, we manually construct a set of queries

that trigger the UFeed operations. These queries focus on the parts

of the mediated schema that di�er from the gold standard. When

the queries are issued before UFeed re�nes the schema, they can

return incomplete, incorrect, or empty answers. As the UFeed op-

erations are applied, the quality of the query answers improves.

We focus on these queries because queries that target parts of the

mediated schema that are already the same as the gold standard

will always return complete and correct answers, and thus o�er

limited opportunities for testing UFeed. The number of queries in

each setting is shown in Table 2.

5.2 Quality of Query Answers
In this section, we evaluate whether UFeed improves the quality

of query answers. To measure the quality of the current mediated

schema (or schemas in the case of probabilistic data integration)

and mappings, we run our queries over both the gold standard and

the current mediated schema and mappings. Assuming the answer

set from the gold standard isG and the answer set from the current

mediated schema and mappings used by UFeed is A, we measure

the quality of query answers using: Precision P = |A∩G |
|A | , Recall

R = |A∩G |
|G | , and F-measure F = 2PR

P+R . We compute the average

precision, recall, and F-measure of the answers to all queries in the

set of evaluation queries for each domain. In this paper, we report

only the F-measure due to the lack of space, but we note that there

is no large gap between precision and recall curve, so reporting

them will not give additional insights.

In our experiments, we provide feedback to UFeed after each

query, and UFeed immediately re�nes the mediated schema and

mappings based on this feedback so that subsequent queries get

higher quality answers. We generate feedback by comparing sample

answers from the two answer setsA andG (de�ned above). However,

we do not generate a feedback instance for each tuple in A and G.

We randomly choose one tuple fromA and look for it inG . If it exists,

a positive feedback instance is generated. If it does not, a negative

feedback instance is generated. After every UFeed operation, we

rerun all queries in the evaluation set that were a�ected by this

operation and recompute the F-measure.

The order of the queries run, and consequently the UFeed opera-

tions, has some e�ect on the quality of the query answers. To take

into account the e�ect of query ordering, we repeat each experi-

ment 10 times with a di�erent random ordering of the queries and

report the average F-measure for the 10 runs along with its 95%

con�dence interval. The random orderings are created under some

simple ordering constraints. For example, a source attribute cannot

be merged with another source attribute before it is injected in the

mediated schema.

UFeed recovers from incorrect feedback by relying on future

correct feedback. To evaluate the e�ectiveness of this approach, we

test UFeed with 10% and 20% incorrect feedback instances chosen

at random and show that UFeed can overcome their e�ect through

additional correct feedback.

As mentioned earlier, to the best of our knowledge, the only

other technique that uses feedback over query answer tuples is [5].

In that paper, query feedback is used to re�ne the mappings but

not the mediated schema. To demonstrate that this is not su�cient,

we generate correct mappings to the automatically generated me-

diated schema by manually modifying the results of the automatic

mapping. We show the F-measure obtained using these correct

mappings, which is the best that a technique that only re�nes the

mappings such as [5] can obtain.

Figure 8 shows the quality of the query answers (F-measure) for

the three domains shown in Table 1 for holistic and probabilistic
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Keywords Tables Attributes/Table Total Attributes Tuples/Table Total Tuples

Internet Usage 38 2–230 886 7–261 3826

Movies 20 1–16 117 10–3201 7422

World GDP 12 2–230 839 12–262 4830

Table 1: Data sets used in the experiments.
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Figure 8: Quality of query answers.

Internet Usage Movies World GDP

Holistic 49 32 40

Probabilistic 85 65 74

Table 2: Number of queries in the di�erent settings.

data integration. Since all the queries in the set of evaluation queries

touch parts of the initial mediated schema that di�er from the gold

standard, the F-measure starts at a very low value. The �gure shows

that UFeed consistently reaches a high value of F-measure (> 0.9).

As expected, UFeed is slower to converge when there is incorrect

feedback, but the important point to note is that UFeed converges

to the same (high) value of the F-measure even if up to 20% of the

feedback is incorrect. The con�dence intervals are narrow, showing

that while the order of queries has some e�ect on the quality of the

results, this e�ect is small.

The �gure shows that having correct mappings (the best for a

technique such as [5]) is not su�cient to guarantee high quality an-

swers (the horizontal line in the plots). The automatically generated

mappings can be re�ned to map to the correct mediated attribute,

if it exists. However, there are typically mediated attributes that

are either a group of source attributes representing di�erent con-

cepts (a�ecting precision), or an incomplete group that is missing

relevant source attributes (a�ecting recall).

It is important to note that the user does not need to wait until

the mediated schema is the same as the gold standard to receive

bene�t from UFeed. Whenever a UFeed operation is triggered, the

answers to the query that triggered this operation are improved.

Thus, there is immediate improvement to the answers that the user

is currently interested in. When there is incorrect feedback, UFeed

requires more operations (i.e., more queries) to converge, but still

reaches a high value of F-measure.

5.3 Distance to the Gold Standard
Another question we ask is how close the current mediated schema

is to the gold standard mediated schema. Since mediated schema

generation can be viewed as a clustering problem (clustering source

attributes into mediated attributes), we use the F-measure of clus-

tering output [26] to measure the distance between any mediated

schema and the gold standard. This measure is computed as follows:

Each mediated attribute represents a cluster of source attributes.

A contingency matrix is constructed for all the clusters in the gold

standard and the current mediated schema. Each cell (cG , cM ) in the

matrix counts the number of source attributes that exist in the two

clusters, cG in the gold standard and cM in the current mediated
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Figure 9: Distance to the gold standard.

schema. The distance between the current mediated schema and

the gold standard is computed as follows:

1. Precision, recall, and F-measure are computed for each cell

(cG , cM ), where Precision(cG , cM ) =
|(cG ,cM ) |
|cM |

,

Recall (cG , cM ) =
|(cG ,cM ) |
|cG |

, and F (cG , cM ) = 2PR
P+R .

2. The F-measure of each gold standard cluster is computed as

the maximum value of all the F-measures for this cluster: F (cG ) =
max
|cM |

(F (cG , cM )).

3. The F-measure of the clustering output is computed as the

weighted average of the F-measures of all clusters of the gold stan-

dard: F =

∑
|cG |

cG ∈C
F (cG )∑
|cG |

cG ∈C

.

4. Finally, the distance between the two mediated schemas is

computed as Distance = 1 − F .

Figure 9 shows the distance between the current mediated schema

after each query and the gold standard. The distance is shown for

the three domains in the case where only correct feedback is used.

For the probabilistic mediated schema, the mediated schema with

the minimum distance to the gold standard is used. The �gure shows

that the distance steadily decreases as queries are issued and the

UFeed operations are applied, which demonstrates the e�ectiveness

and e�ciency of UFeed.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We presented UFeed, a system that closes the loop of pay-as-you

go relational data integration on the web by providing mechanisms

to improve the quality of the mediated schema and mappings based

on feedback received from the user. A key feature of UFeed is that it

re�nes both the mediated schema and the mappings from the data

sources to this schema. Another key feature is that the re�nement

relies on the queries issued by the user and feedback on the an-

swers to these queries, without the need to directly manipulate the

mediated schema or mappings. UFeed re�nement is based on a set

of well-de�ned operators, and it works for holistic and probabilistic

data integration.

As future work, it is possible to extend UFeed to support more

complex schemas and queries. UFeed currently supports selection

queries on single-table schemas, and this covers a large fraction

of the use cases on the web. Nevertheless, it would be useful to

extend UFeed to support data sources and mediated schemas that

consist of multiple tables. This requires extending UFeed to support

queries with joins, issuing these queries to the data sources and

learning from feedback on their answers.
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